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The 2021-2022 youth
programming of the
TD-Blue Metropolis
Children’s Festival
More than 50 activities, either online
or before a live audience in libraries,
cultural centers, on Facebook LIVE
and on the TD-Blue Metropolis
Family Space!

According to the Canadian
Council on Learning, four out
of ten children lack the reading
skills needed to succeed in the
workplace.

TWO NEW PLATFORMS

Numbers spelled out
The main causes of failing grades in math are often linked to reading
difficulties.
According to the Canadian Council on Learning, four out of every
ten children lack the reading comprehension skills needed to adapt to
society’s evolving demands. As adults, they’re more likely to end up in
low-paying jobs and to experience more constraining or even difficult
economic conditions.
Our new Numbers Spelled Out platform will propose various podcasts,
offered to participating schools and libraries free of charge. More
specifically, the platform’s contents will tackle themes related to math,
money, saving, spending and what things are worth, adapted for two
age groups: original texts, podcasts, reading recommendations, quizzes,
and Quebec-wide Daycare Days for the little ones. Discover the original
texts, both educational and fun, of Fabienne Gagnon, Dominique
de Loppinot, Bonnie Farmer and André Marois, who most recently
published Fric-frac, the story of a banknote’s circulation.

Vegetable patch adventurers
A 3-podcast series on the theme of ecology, and events to be organized
this spring, proposing cooking workshops, an introduction to gardening,
and story times!

Reading to heal and to spread
your wings
For our sixth edition, free in-person and/or virtual events, depending on
sanitary measures in place, will be offered to young people facing stays
at Montreal’s children’s hospitals.

Maritime series
Since 2018, Blue Metropolis has offered fun and educational workshops
on the river and its ﬂora, fauna, and vocations to students of Montérégian
municipalities’ schools. These poetry and illustration workshops, followed
by an exhibition of the mural created by the children, will once more be
led by author Caroline Barber.

Key moments throughout
the year to mobilize children
and parents
Pumpkins, witches and goosebumps
To celebrate Halloween, we’ll be proposing a variety of activities, for young and
old alike, with exciting themes.
On the menu: 3 original Facebook Live events on October 29, not to be missed,
as well as an unprecedented online offering!
Authors for this series include: Mélanie Perreault, Maureen Fergus, and Diya Lim.

Keep an eye on our Quiz Corner!
We’re adding two new quizzes: a first on numbers and math, and a second
on scientific discoveries and inventions.
TD-Blue Metropolis CPE and Childcare Days
Over the last five years, we’ve already reached nearly a hundred institutions
across Quebec with our Childcare Days.
As of 2022, we’ll be offering two Childcare Days dedicated to promoting
reading among children.
Our themes this year: words and numbers learning and sensitization to
ecological issues and the importance of nature.

TD-Blue Metropolis Festive Weekends
The TD-Blue Metropolis Festive Weekends will take place at the end of April 2022,
featuring nearly 20 events. Keep an eye out for new developments on our website!

Our 2021-2022
Blue Metropolis
educational & social
programs in brief
Quebec Roots
A program targeting the improvement
of Quebec’s anglophone students’
writing and social skills.
Neptune
A project aimed at promoting linguistic
duality among Quebec’s young
francophone and anglophones aged 8 to
12, mobilizing a combination of history,
science, writing, reading and technology.

Working together for students’ success and inclusion
Like TD, numerous partners support and fund the Blue Met Foundation’s youth programming.
Thanks To The Principal Partners Of Our Youth Sector And 2020-2021 Educational And Social Programs
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BLUE METROPOLIS
AT A GLANCE

2021 FESTIVAL OUR IMPACT
DESPITE THE HEALTH CRISIS

Blue Metropolis Foundation is a not-for-profit
organization founded in 1997 that brings together
people from different cultures to share the
pleasures of reading and writing, and encourages
creativity and intercultural understanding. The
Foundation produces an annual International
Literary Festival and offers a wide range of
educational and social programs year-round,
both in classrooms and online. These programs use
reading and writing as therapeutic tools, encourage
academic perseverance, and fight against poverty
and isolation.

220,146 people took part in the Festival, either in person or online1

The Blue Metropolis Festival is one of the largest
multilingual literary events in North America.
For several days each year, writers from Quebec,
Canada and around the world converge on
Montreal. Festivalgoers are treated to live
interviews, round table discussions, public
readings, debates, master classes, reading and
writing workshops. Every year, the Festival is built
around several strong themes that bear testimony
to a keen social awareness and to a passion for
literature in all its richness.

430 participating authors, artists and other guests,
including 170 from backgrounds of diversity
230 activities, including 65 podcasts
57 articles, including 29 that highlighted at least one person from
a background of diversity
136 Canadian publishers mentioned or showcased, including 61 who
attended the Festival
3 social media campaigns conducted jointly with prominent
independent bookstores to bolster book sales (#monlivremetbleu
with Gallimard, #mybluemetbook with Paragraphe Book store, #Mon livre,
mon terroir with libraires.ca)
36 suggested reading lists requested from specialists (lists already
published or to come) featuring 300 Canadian titles that can be purchased
onsite from leslibraires.ca
5 new educational and social programs created this year

1
Number of active users: viewers on Facebook Live, YouTube, or of archived videos on the Blue Metropolis website;
podcast listeners; people reading original material or visiting thematic webpages on the Blue Metropolis site, as well
as in-person attendance, when possible.

2020 FESTIVAL
195,760 people took part in the festival, either online or in person.1
More than 2,810,000 people were reached by
our promotional campaigns2
178 Canadian authors highlighted online and 71 Canadian publishers
showcased

EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMS
SINCE 2000

4 major digital series:
Social innovation forum, nature writing, mental health & literature,
focus on German literature

19,138 participants (students and seniors)

41 articles published on our website, including 15 dealing
with Indigenous authors or issues

928 institutions visited (schools and
community centres)

17 authors in 4 languages for the storytelling hour on Facebook Live

59 programs developed

A major campaign to promote reading —
2,107 passionate booklovers took part in our Spontaneous Book Club

Presented in 15 of Quebec’s 17 administrative
regions and 8 of Canada’s 10 provinces

1
Number of people viewing videos, sharing content on social media, reading webpages, posting likes and comments,
watching story hours on Facebook Live or archived versions, as well as children attending live events at the TD-Blue
Metropolis children’s Festival before the cancellation due to COVID-19.
2
Le Devoir, The Gazette, digital campaigns on social media
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